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About This Game

"Sort ‘Em" lets you test your sorting skills by becoming a fruit sorter at your local grocery store! Keep the store in stock by
sorting apples, oranges, strawberries and many more into bins!

As the levels progress, you'll be introduced to new fruits, special fruits, trick shots, and a variety of challenges. Don’t let the
pesky kid take fruits off the conveyor belt or you’ll lose points. Distract him with a candy bar and he’ll leave you alone!

With two game modes, you can either play through the levels or choose time attack and sort as many fruits as you can before the
time runs out!

Put your hand-eye coordination to the test, or teach your kids how to sort. Sharpen up your sorting skills with "Sort ‘Em"!

Supports HTC Vive and Oculus Rift+Touch.
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This is pretty much the same game as Nephise but another setting.. The game was difficult in the beggining and the drops seem
to show up at the worst times but this game can be addicting and fun as you aim for the top score.. A charming little game. It is
not very long but well written. Atleast enough content for second playthrough. There are 4 endings in total, i believe.

Standard unrealistic japanese tropes for sure, but well made, interesting characters. A touch of dark comdey in regards to how
awkward the main character is, example; In one part he literally runs away from a girl and thinks to himself. "And thats the kind
of man i am, unfortunatly." Heh.

Artwork is good, however no hardcore ero.

Voice work. Hmm, not the best but nice. At first I didnt like the elf voice but as the character grew on me so too did the accent.

Took me about an hour to complete the game twice. Then spent another half hour to complete the 2 other endings and finally
left it running over night to get the trading cards. Short and sweet.

Good game.
. Great little filler of a game with nice innovative mechanics and a just one more play compelling style of gameplay.

You'll like this if :
You like board games / card games - particularly filler type games
Like simple yet thoughtful no time pressure games
Like building things

You probably wont like this if :
You are looking for a deep dwarf fortress synergy game
Hate turn based games
Dislike random card drawing

This is a turn based strategy card game that would feel right at home on an actual game table top somewhere. A two player
game, each player has a set of cards to play in a turn which consist of spells, empty rooms, dwarf assignments and room
assignments. Build your "tower" - with a mind to physics, fire hazards, floods et al - assign the rooms a role - to gain spell
storage, mana, or more dwarves to carry out tasks and attempt to destroy the enemies arch mage room before they can do the
same to you.
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Like any such card game you are open to the whims of lady luck really giving you a bad day, but by and large the game is simple
enough - and tactically varied enough - that luck shouldn't figure overwhelmingly for or against you.

An ideal type of game on its original platform - mobiles - but also a nice filler on a desktop for those odd 10 minutes. They
should replace solitaire with this game.... A must have for anyone wanting to finally see how the story ends. Prefer to get with
the $8 bundle instead of buying them separately, which is $3 more.

Controls feel a bit sticky and stubborn but it could be my hardware doing that.

-----

Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group:
BluePaw's Underrated Games List
Join and\/or follow if you wish.. If you like off roading and rock crawling in 4lo and both axles locked this is a great game to kill
the off-road bug when you can't get out there for real! Adjust/change tire pressure, ride height, spring tension, tire size/tread,
4hi, 4lo, lock diffs. Choose the correct line and approach to get over obstacles. If that don't work you got a winch too!. Got the
game for $0.49. Got $0.49 of fun. A pretty good buy if you want to play couch coop but I bought the game for the online
multiplayer which is either broken or dead. Honestly can't justify a thumbs down.. Unfortunately I couldn't get to the level 8
because during 20 minutes I played this game I fell through passable terrain 5 or 6 times. Especially buggable is corner turn. Not
going to play it again untill those bugs are fixed.. If you liked No Man's Sky, then maybe you'll like this.

If you did not like NMS, then you likely won't like this.

Or maybe you will. I wasn't able to really get into it. Everything is a bit too convoluted, controls are confusing.

all-in-all, left me feeling rather empty. Would be better off playing No Man's Sky.
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The reason I bought this puzzle platformer is because I thought the basic idea was pretty clever. You start out 'running' above
the platforms but you can change the gravity of the game so that you are then 'running' underneath those same platforms. But I
should have read some more reviews here before I actually bought Gravilon. You see, besides that basic idea there is nothing
here.

- Movement is clunky. Yeah I know: "What do you expect when your 'character' is a square?" Well, I expected the flow of the
game to be surprisingly smooth despite the fact that you're controlling a square. But it's not.

- The game has no instructions or tutorial at all. Once you struggle through the initial menu and manage to start the game, you have
no idea what the goal is. By chance, you'll discover how to change the gravity (hit a white square). Besides that, you'll 'do things' but
will have no idea what you just did. Every time I hit a black square, I heard a sound effect telling me that 'did' something but I
haven't got a clue what it was.

- Level design is bland and uninspired. Look at the screenshots.

- The game menus are confusing. For example, I still have no idea how to exit the game properly.

- There is 'Partial Controller Support'. This means you can use the buttons of compatible controllers, but not the stick. The dev
replied to a discussion about this that that was intended. Ow-kay...

Bottom line: this game is just no fun. At all. So I can't recommend it. At all.. To be honest, I can't tell you how well the graphics of
this add on are on full because my computer can't handle it. However what I can say is that it does update a lot of the "google
maps" part of the scenery. Freeways are easier to spot. I was very hesitant on getting this add on because of the reviews. I finally
manned up because I really needed updated airports because I was flying on vatsim, and I needed updated taxi ways. Airports look
nice, taxi ways are all updated and compared to everything else this is the only mod you should buy off steam. For the price of
getting one updated airport, this add on gives you all the airports in the area updated. I do recommend this add on especially if you
fly this area a lot and fly in vatsim. Worth every penny.. A very nice addition to the Nekopara Extra Visual Novel.

It's very short indeed, about 22 minutes credits included but that's to be expected with this pricetag, I wish it would never end tho,
when something feels too short and you're left with wanting more, you know it's good.

The animation studio have been changed and honestly, this really is better on the animation front than the previous OVA, color me
impressed, it's really pretty.

Story is pretty much the same as in the VN, with some extras sprinkled here and there, a lot of scenes from the VN have been cut as
well, but we'd have a 1h OVA on our hands if they wanted to include everything, probably not reasonable to want. It's very cute
and wholesome, worth it if you want some of that in your life (and you do, believe me).

Now I am just left wondering if they'll ever do more of this, everything from the crowdfunding have been covered so there's no
guarantee we'll get any more in the future, would be a shame. Guess it all depends on how well the OVAs were received compared
to expectations. Either way, today was a good day filled with more Nekopara, which just left me lusting for even more.. i am
amazed. OMG try it out for yourself> :). Neon Hardcorps is a very fantastic game for time passing and top down shooting.

It is a top down shooter.
It is full of content.
It has different classes and weapons.
You can have many strategies.

Overall a great game in the making!. RYB is a simple and elegant puzzle game. I like it. I think it's worth $5.
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